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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of online misinformation, it is crucial to have
reliable fact-checking methods. Recent research on finding check-
worthy claims and automated fact-checking have made significant
advancements. However, limited guidance exists regarding the pre-
sentation of fact-checked content to effectively convey verified
information to users. We address this research gap by exploring the
critical design elements in fact-checking reports and investigating
whether credibility and presentation-based design improvements
can enhance users’ ability to interpret the report accurately. We
co-developed potential content presentation strategies through a
workshop involving fact-checking professionals, communication
experts, and researchers. The workshop examined the significance
and utility of elements such as veracity indicators and explored the
feasibility of incorporating interactive components for enhanced
information disclosure. Building on the workshop outcomes, we
conducted an online experiment involving 76 crowd workers to
assess the efficacy of different design strategies. The results indicate
that proposed strategies significantly improve users’ ability to ac-
curately interpret the verdict of fact-checking articles. Our findings
underscore the critical role of effective presentation of fact reports
in addressing the spread of misinformation. By adopting appropri-
ate design enhancements, the effectiveness of fact-checking reports
can be maximized, enabling users to make informed judgments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Users and interactive retrieval.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Fact-checking has become an integral part of online news andmedia
journalism, and studies have shown that fact-checking can help curb
the spread of online misinformation [5, 19, 24, 39]. Duke Reporters’
Lab, which has maintained a database of global fact-checking sites
since 2014, reports that there were 378 active fact-checking projects
operating in 105 countries in 2022 [31]. Typically, these organiza-
tions review selected claims and compose fact-checking reports,
primarily disseminated through their dedicated fact-checking web-
site (e.g., PolitiFact, Full Fact). This practice has led to a wide variety
of fact-checking reports being made available to end-users who
seek to fact-check information online.

However, there is limited guidance and consensus on how fact-
checked content should be presented to effectively convey verified
information to users. For example, veracity indicators (also truth
scales, and visual rating scales) are common components that aim to
communicate the final verdict in a summarizedmanner.While Duke
Reporters’ Lab states that about 80-90% of the fact-checkers utilized
veracity indicators and standardized labels to prominently convey
their findings [31], such indicators and the number of subcategories
included can vary from one website to another.

Effective presentation of fact-checking is an important research
consideration which sits at the end of the fact-checking life-cycle
[30]. Prior works have focused on the problem of finding check-
worthy claims [14], automated fact-verification [18, 26] or support-
ing fact-checking professionals by finding relevant sources, which
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represent the early and mid stages of the fact-checking process. Re-
cent work by Pennycook and Rand [22] notes that there is “a large
disconnect between what people believe and what they will share
on social media, and this is largely driven by inattention rather than
by purposeful sharing of misinformation”. Therefore, presenting
fact-checking information in a way that gets the attention of the
user and accurately communicates the verdict is highly important.
The entire effort that goes into rigorously verifying a claim and cre-
ating an insightful fact-checking report is futile, if the final verdict
is misinterpreted due to presentation limitations. In this work, we
set out to answer the following research questions:

• RQ1: What are the important design elements in a fact-
checking report?

• RQ2: To what extent can these elements improve users’
ability to accurately interpret fact-checking reports?

To answer RQ1, we conducted a workshop to co-develop poten-
tial content presentation strategies. The workshops involved fact-
checking professionals, communication experts, and researchers.
The participants explored the importance and efficacy of different
elements (e.g., veracity indicators, explanations) and the feasibility
of using interactive elements (components or conversation flows)
that reveal additional information. To answer RQ2, drawing on
the workshop outcomes, we then conducted an online experiment
with 76 crowd workers to better understand the efficacy of different
design strategies that aim to improve the credibility and the overall
presentation of the fact-checking article. Our contributions are:

(1) Fromworkshop findings, we establish the characteristics and
features of effective presentation strategies for both screen
and voice-based interfaces.

(2) We develop potential presentation enhancements, synthesize
design recommendations, and introduce a crowdsourcing
experimental setup to evaluate fact-checking presentation
strategies.

(3) We demonstrate through our study that proposed presenta-
tion improvements can significantly improve users’ ability to
accurately interpret the verdict of the fact-checking articles.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The spread of misinformation is a growing challenge that often
raises concerns in domains like politics, public health and the en-
vironment [5, 36]. False news spreads faster and more broadly
compared to true news content [38], and this problem has gained
renewed attention with social media platforms enabling content
sharing at scale. Researchers have attempted to answer why people
fall for and share misinformation. Attributes like political partisan-
ship often emerge as a critical factor associated with overall belief,
where people are more likely to believe in content concordant with
their political partisanship [8, 22]. Therefore, evidence from the
literature suggests that research on misinformation-related topics
should also consider the potential impact of user attributes.

While misinformation is predominantly shared and consumed
on screen-based interfaces, with the growing availability of devices
equipped with digital voice assistants, people consume potential
misinformation through voice interaction [9] and other audio-based
channels such as podcasts [4].

2.1 Fact-Checking Reports
One fundamental approach to reduce online misinformation is
fact-checking or verifying content or claims. Research provides
overwhelming evidence that fact-checking has an overall positive
influence in preventing misinformation online [5, 15, 19, 24, 39].
Fact-checking is often conducted by media organizations (e.g., AFP
Fact Check, BBC Reality Check) or other independent organizations
(e.g., Africa Check, FactCheck.org).

Fact-checking organizations generally disseminate their verdicts
through online articles, often appearing on their dedicated websites.
A fact-checked article composed by a fact-checking organization
can include a variety of components such as the original content (or
a link), verdict statement, explanation, veracity indicators, sources
used to arrive at the verdict, credentials of the fact-checking organi-
zation, engagement options (i.e., commenting, voting, and sharing),
and a summary snippet [20]. In addition, the websites often provide
details about the editorial committee or fact-checkers, fact-checking
mechanism, and the veracity indicator or classification scale. How-
ever, there is limited consistency in presentation across organiza-
tions. As reported by Pal and Loke [20], out of 22 fact-checking
websites examined, only the original content and explanation were
available across all 22 websites. Other elements – sources used to
verify (in 21 websites), social media sharing option (in 21), veracity
indicator (in 18), details about the fact-checking mechanism (in 17),
and comment option (in 8) – were not always available.

Veracity indicators (also truth scales, and visual rating scales) are
graphical elements that aim to communicate the final verdict in a
summarized manner (e.g., false, mostly true) [1]. For example, Poli-
tiFact includes a scale known as ‘Truth-O-Meter’, which includes
six ratings from True, Mostly true, Half true, Mostly false, False, to
Pants on fire. While veracity indicators are widely used in popular
fact-checking websites (e.g., PolitiFact, Snopes, RMIT ABC Fact
Check), there is limited consensus on their effectiveness. Amazeen
et al. [1] report a significant increase in fact-checking effectiveness
when adding a veracity indicator to a contextual correction for non-
political content. On the contrary, in a meta-analysis that includes
30 studies,Walter et al. [39] reports that fact-checking presentations
that included visual accuracy cues produced significantly weaker
effects compared to presentations that did not include an indicator.

Users’ perception of the organization that conducts fact-checking
can induce additional biases and impact the effectiveness of fact-
checking [2]. Organizations can enhance their credibility by being
part of global networks such as the International Fact-Checking
Network (IFCN). However, research shows that users often pay
little attention to cues about the source of information. For instance,
including a log banner that highlights the publisher does not lead
to a reduction in the susceptibility to misinformation [7].

When presenting fact-checking reports to users, using different
channels in addition to regular fact-checking articles can be helpful.
A study by Young et al. [42] reports that both humorous and non-
humorous short videos work better than text-based fact-checks due
to increased clarity and attention. Chatbots are also shown to be
an effective way to deliver fact-checking reports. Through a case
study of health information, Zhao et al. [44] show that chatbots
increase users’ perceived ease of use, although they do not have
any significant impact on users’ fact-checking intentions.
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2.2 Other Approaches to Fight Misinformation
Lack of scalability is a key limitation of fact-checking by profes-
sionals as it requires significant time and effort to investigate and
verify a particular claim [12, 19]. Research on automated approaches
attempts to address these challenges by complementing existing
fact-checking infrastructure [6, 41]. These approaches include au-
tomated fact-checking systems that aim to predict a verdict using
existing online sources [18, 37], using crowd judgments to assess
the veracity of statements [25, 26, 29], automated methods that can
assist fact-checking teams by finding check-worthy claims [14, 28],
and improving search results for fact-checking [40]. Recent research
has also explored ways of making automated fact-checking more
interpretable and explainable [43]. While automated approaches
directly support critical steps of the fact-checking pipeline, ultimate
fact-checking decisions need to be published through fact-checking
reports or similar mediums. Therefore, the work presented in this
paper still complements research on automated approaches.

While fact-checking is vital to counter the spread of misin-
formation, researchers have also examined complementary ap-
proaches [16, 21]. For example, on social media, lightweight in-
terventions at the time of posting, such as asking users to assess
content accuracy and provide their reasoning, can deter users from
posting misinformation [16]. Similarly, encouraging people to think
about accuracy can help reduce the sharing of misinformation. For
instance, reporting on a Twitter study, Pennycook et al. [21] show
that sending users private messages and asking them to rate the
accuracy of a single non-political headline improves the quality of
the news that they subsequently share. However, these approaches
have not been adopted and implemented widely, and therefore, fact
checking remains integral to curbing online misinformation.

3 EXPLORING PRESENTATION STRATEGIES
FOR SCREEN AND VOICE INTERFACES

Guided by the lack of consistency in the presentation of verified
content and limited research on the effective presentation of fact-
checking reports, we conducted a hands-on design workshop to
develop a set of fact-checked content presentation strategies for
screen interfaces. Through the workshop, we also aimed to under-
stand the process of delivering fact-checked content through voice-
only interaction and develop relevant basic presentation strategies.
The 4-hour workshop involved 10 participants representing fact-
checking professionals, communication experts and researchers.
Participants were selected based on their expertise and availability
after calling for an expression of interest. Participants received an
AU$60 gift voucher.

The workshop included five hands-on activities and discussions.
After a brief introduction session, in the first activity, participants
were asked to identify and list different fact-checking elements
by placing a sticky note on eight example fact-checking reports
displayed on a wall. The reports were extracted from eight different
global fact-checking websites such as AFP Fact Check and Full Fact.
Participants were then allocated to three groups, ensuring diversity
in expertise. In the second activity, as a group, participants discussed
the elements they noted in activity one. They identified important
elements for fact-checking presentations by ranking all the iden-
tified elements according to their importance. Participants shared

and discussed their findings with other groups and facilitators in a
debriefing session.

In the third activity, participants were asked to develop a fact-
checking presentation strategy for screens. A presentation strat-
egy may consist of elements identified in the previous activity
or adapted versions of those elements. Participants were given
Lego blocks and instructed to use different colors to represent the
element type, vertical height to represent the level of expected
attention/intensity, and the occupied surface area of the block to
represent the space requirement on the website.

To foster in-depth discussions on how fact-checking presenta-
tions could impact different individuals, we developed six personas
that were used in the next activities. Informed by the Australian
Digital Inclusion Index [33, 34], each persona included the four char-
acteristics in addition to basic demographic information. (i) Tech-
nology Attitude: including notions of control, enthusiasm, learning,
and confidence toward technology; (ii) Basic Technology skills:
including basic operational functions, such as connecting to the
internet, downloading and opening files, using software, deciding
what to share, how and who with, managing and monitoring con-
tacts, and communicating with others; (iii) Advanced Technology
skills: including information searching and navigating, verifying
trustworthy information, and managing third-party data collection,
adjusting privacy settings, determining what is safe to download,
customizing devices and connections; and (iv) English Proficiency:
the ability to read and write in English fluently.

In the fourth activity, each group received the six personas and
was asked to pick two personas with contrasting characteristics con-
sidering their interest (or willingness) in consuming fact-checking
content. Participants then created a scenario using the persona and
a topic from the fact-checking reports shown in the first activity.
It could include details such as news consumption channel, mo-
tivation to use the fact-checking website, etc. Participants could
also add more details to the persona (e.g., demographics, familiarity
with the topic, willingness to verify information). Afterwards, par-
ticipants modified the fact-checking presentation they developed
in the third activity for each persona/scenario and shared their
outcomes with other groups and facilitators.

During the last activity, participants developed a fact-checking
presentation strategy for voice-interaction. A presentation strategy
consisted of elements identified before or adapted versions of those
elements. Similar to the third activity, participants used Lego blocks
where color reprinted the element type, vertical height represented
the level of expected attention/intensity, and the order of elements
(top to bottom) indicated the turns in conversation.

The workshop activities were approved by RMIT University’s
Ethics Board (ID 24942), and all workshop activities and group
discussions were recorded and transcribed after the workshop. For
our analysis, we mainly focus on the debriefing sessions where
participants shared and discussed their thoughts with facilitators
and other groups after each activity. We apply the general inductive
approach to data analysis as defined by Thomas [32]. Two of the
authors independently coded the transcripts, and then met with a
third author to discuss and finalize the themes.
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Figure 1: An overview of workshop outcomes.

3.1 Findings of a Collaborative Workshop
Figure 1 summarizes the answers to RQ1: What are the important
design elements in a fact-checking report? We identified three main
themes concerning the structure of the report, trust towards the
verdict, and effective personalized presentation. Under each section,
we discuss design considerations for both screen-based and audio-
based presentations.

3.1.1 Structure of the Report. Organizing the fact-checking report
content into a clear and effective structure was perceived as an
important design requirement in both screen and audio interactions.

“We thought it’s good to keep it simple for people and
not overload with information. It’s very simple [in
terms of] explaining what’s going on. Simple claim,
verification and the explanation, data visualization.” [G2]
“These are not academic pieces. These are not de-
signed for people with PhDs, especially with the elec-
tions and all, it’s designed to inform you about what
is going on in the world. We wanted to make it as
simple as possible for people.” [G2]

Participants stressed the importance of providing clarity on the
final verdict, which can be achieved by properly wording the title of
the fact-checking article and including explicit veracity indicators.
In audio, the verdict could be stated prominently at the beginning of
the conversation. In addition, considering the varied attention and
focus of different groups and time-poor online users, participants
suggested that having an explicit and informative summary of the
report could be useful. The summary should succinctly explain the
claim, including the context of who, what, and why.

“We were sort of arguing that within the title, it’s
really important to summarize the claim and provide
an indication of the overall verdict. True or false, kind
of thing. So, for example, we were looking at the Iver-
mectin one, like clearly identifying that is a false claim,
in the title, so it’s not necessarily hooking reason, sort
of giving them that informative summary.” [G1]
“Thatwasmore like either an interview or some direct,
um, direct info in that sense and then a bit more info.
And then the full verdict at the end, reiterating the

closing hook of the story and then again ending with
the brand.” [G3]

In regular screen-based presentations, participants suggested
including images, videos, or screenshots related to the claim to
enhance understanding and engagement. Data visualization tech-
niques were recommended to present complex information in a
visually appealing and accessible manner.

“Also, an image or video of the claim. So a screenshot
of you know what? Something stupid someone sent
on Facebook or a video of the person saying it, if that’s
there” [G2]

The audio-based fact-checking presentation can take multiple
forms. Mainly, the users could listen to a fact-checking report pre-
sented in a podcast-like audio clip, or they could consume fact-
checking reports through a turn-based interaction with a voice
assistant. In the remainder of the paper, for simplicity, we refer to
these as podcasts and voice assistants.

In particular, when presenting fact-checking reports through
voice assistants, the additional effort required to navigate the re-
port was a key concern. A user could initiate the fact-checking
conversation with a simple prompt, but then they will need multi-
ple follow-up prompts to know about the origin of the claim, the
sources used for fact-checking etc. There is also the risk of users
missing out on critical information.

“Imagine you are an average punter, who’s like, you
know, just want to fact-check, going on a game of
20 questions, where you’re sort of like jumping all
around the place. Yeah. I don’t know. I just think it
requires a lot of effort.” [G1]
“It’s just a labyrinth. It’s all interactive, but within the
defined spaces you are allowed to go.” [G2]
“ You sort of like you’ve asked about something. We’ll
tell you kind of a summary of what we think this is.
And then here are the options for more information
because there would be a lot of different ways that
you can answer.” [G2]

Diverging from the question-answering structure, using a nar-
rative structure can engage users in voice-only fact-checking. Par-
ticipants mentioned the feeling of intimacy in different interaction
forms.

“Yeah, I think audio is also referenced as, like, the
intimate, like the radio, the longevity of radio. The
whole idea is, it’s an intimate communication form,
which is perhaps why we’re leaning more towards a
narrative.” [G1]
“Potentially with audio, you can start off with some-
one saying like, I used to believe that climate change
didn’t exist and here’s how I fell into that. I believe
you can build your narrative so it allows you to maybe
have some more [sympathy].” [G1]

The length of the fact-checking report was another design consid-
eration for podcast-like formats. Participants suggested generating
both shorter versions, as well as longer informative versions that
provide all information typically written in a fact-checking report.
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“There’s a five-minute version, and then there are
longer versions. I think that’s really important.” [G3]

Participants also mentioned that is useful to start the audio with “a
hint” of the claim.

3.1.2 Trust towards the Verdict. Fostering trust towards the verdicts
presented in fact reports is highly important. Participants noted that
the trust towards the verdict presented in a fact-checking report
could hinge on the users’ perceived trust towards the fact-checking
organization and the specific author/editor who investigated the
claim and composed the fact-checking report. Participants argued
that the credibility of the organization plays a major role and noted
that organizations could use clear branding, such as including the
logo and having distinct color schemes and fonts. Such a strong
‘visual framework’ [35] will also make the report easier to use
and navigate. In addition, accreditations, certifications, and other
affiliations with reputed organizations could be used in the report.

“Our top element was the branding of the organiza-
tion, so that we know that there’s some authority
behind what we’re about to read.” [G2]
“Also clear affiliation and the site brand. So perhaps
with some sort of clear branding, the logo and the
coloring. So you would know that it’s what it is, and
hopefully, that’s something recognizable as well, and
then the certification.” [G3]

In addition to the organization, participants thought that the de-
tails of the author could elevate trust. While providing information
about the editorial committee or fact-checkers is a common practice
in current fact-checking websites [20], individual reports are not
always directly associated with specific authors. Participants noted
that the relationship between the user and the author could play a
prominent role in audio formats like podcasts.

“You do build a rapport with your podcasts, [and] the
host that you don’t have. As you said, like the author,
I have an article because you’re hearing that guy’s
voice over and over again.” [G1]

Some discussions highlighted using sympathy to establish trust
with the system. Similar to a daily conversation, participants ex-
pected sympathy can help users better understand content. Par-
ticipants pointed out that voice identification establishes sympa-
thy/trust in real-world social interaction; this can be extended into
voice assistance by providing options for different audio characters.

“So there is that narrative that human connectionwith
some of I think it might have been. [The persona] said
he really trusted people’s voices. He trusted his post-
man. He trusted people rather than just unidentified
technology. So I think the audio does have that voice,
and it’s probably a bit different if it’s Alexa, compared
to if it’s a recorded real person as well about that trust
element.” [G3]

3.1.3 Personalization. Activities that utilized the personas led to
insightful discussions around the personalization of fact-checked
content. For users with different reading preferences, or time avail-
ability, personalizing the presentation styles can help consume
the information more effectively. For instance, we can align the

presentation format with users’ existing preferences, such as mimick-
ing newspaper formats for older users or incorporating scrolling
features for younger, tech-savvy users.

“It has a direct personal link, so it can be similar to the
newspaper format where he can link it to a particular
writer.” [G3]
“He’s a young adult, very tech savvy, very quick, so
he doesn’t like to read long amounts of info, just
wants the idea. . .We decided to keep the subhead-
ings and built them a little bit up. So he could just sort
of quickly scroll through and see that.” [G3]

Simplifying the presentation of information, using concise ex-
planations, and incorporating visual elements, as discussed above
were also seen as beneficial for users with limited patience or tech
proficiency.

“Specially, for both personas, the teenager is not going
to go through it. I had trouble figuring out the article,
so for the mom, it could be the same. It is very dense
text. [We want] to use more images.” [G2]

In audio, preferred and familiar voice characters can improve
comprehension and engagement.

“You could have different characters, that are sympa-
thetic, and more understanding.” [G3]

Participants also briefly mentioned the need for fact-checking
reports to present information in an unbiased or impartial manner.
Excessive personalization could create a risk of additional biases.
For instance, a concise report could lose context and therefore, the
designers and developers should carefully assess and validate the
effectiveness of any personalization propositions.

4 CROWDSOURCING EXPERIMENTS TO
EVALUATE DESIGNS

Based on workshop outcomes and prior work on misinformation
and fact-checking, we identified six key design elements of fact-
checking reports and designed an online user experiment to in-
vestigate the impact of including such credibility and presenta-
tion elements in reports.1 By adding ‘Credibility’ elements such
as accreditation, additional author details, and sources, we aim to
improve user trust towards the fact-checking reports. With ‘Presen-
tation’ elements, we aim to make it easy for users to navigate the
report and find the relevant information they seek. Table 1 provides
details of the design elements used in our experiments.

While our collaborative workshops focused on both screen and
voice interfaces, our first attempt at experimental implementation
and crowdsourced evaluation presented in this paper focused on
screen-based interfaces. Currently, screen-based implementations
(e.g., fact-checking websites) are predominantly used to disseminate
fact-checking reports.

In our study, we used eight fact-checking articles in total, with
four from PolitiFact and four from RMIT ABC Fact Check. All fact-
checking reports were based on statements related to the economy,
environment, or demographics – with no subjective/ideological
statements or ones directed at others – made by politicians of the
1Code and data are available at https://github.com/ADMSCentre/factchecking-
presentations.

https://github.com/ADMSCentre/factchecking-presentations
https://github.com/ADMSCentre/factchecking-presentations
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Pre-task
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Fact Checking
Report

(Generated based on
the task condition)

InstructionsStart End

Figure 2: The sequence of questionnaires, tasks and surveys participants conducted during the online study.

Table 1: The design elements investigated and details of how
the fact-checking reports were rendered in the experiments.

Category Feature Details

Credibility Accreditation Including the details about affiliations of
the fact-checking organization (e.g., part
of IFCN network). Accreditation is not in-
cluded in the baseline.

Author
Details

Including a profile photo and a brief para-
graph about their experience/qualifications.
In the baseline, only the author’s name is
included.

Sources Listing all the relevant sources used to cre-
ate the article. No source details are in-
cluded in the baseline.

Presentation Veracity
Indicator

Including a graphical veracity indicator that
communicates the final verdict. In baseline,
final verdict is mentioned in the text.

Structure Organizing the main text with sub-headings
and paragraphs. In the baseline, sub-
headings are not included.

Summary Including a short summary on top of the
article. The summary is not included in the
baseline.

national level from two major parties in the US or Australia. We
balanced the dataset in terms of the veracity and the political party
of the speaker (i.e., Democrat vs. Republican for the US; Labor vs.
Liberal for Australia).

Based on the credibility and presentation features detailed in
Table 1, we developed four study conditions: Baseline (B), Improved
Presentation (IP), Improved Credibility (IC), and Improved Presenta-
tion and Credibility (IPC). As shown in Figure 3, our experiment
setup allowed us to dynamically adjust the presentation of articles
by adding necessary components according to the study condition.
We used a within-subject experimental design, where all partici-
pants read and rated all eight fact-checking reports generated using
the four experimental conditions. Each article was randomly as-
signed to one of the conditions such that each participant completed
two articles (one from PolitiFact and one from the ABC) under each
condition. Articles were also presented in randomized order.

As shown in Figure 2, each participant who launched the task
from the AmazonMechanical Turk platform completed three stages.
In stage 1, participants completed two questionnaires. The five-item
Conspiracy Mentality Questionnaire (CMQ) [3], which measures
susceptibility to conspiracy through statements such as ‘There
are secret organizations that greatly influence political decisions’.
The six-item Credibility of Science Scale (CoSS) [13] measures
how individuals perceive scientific information and research as
trustworthy, reliable, and valid. It includes statements such as ‘A lot

(a) Improved Presentation and Credibility (IPC)

(b) Baseline (B)

Figure 3: Screenshots of fact-checking reports presented un-
der different experimental conditions.

of scientific theories are dead wrong.’ and items are reverse scored
with higher scores indicating a higher belief in science. For both
measures, responses were recorded with a seven-point Likert scale
ranging from ‘Disagree very strongly’ to ‘Agree very strongly’.

Stage 2 included eight tasks where users were asked to read a
fact-checking report and answer a set of questions. In each task, the
main task page included a link that opened the fact-checking report
in a new browser tab. All user engagements (e.g., scrolls, clicks)
within the report page were recorded and tracked. The questions
included, (Q1) a binary response question asking for the reported
veracity (true or false), (Q2) a multiple-choice question based on
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the content of the fact-checking report, (Q3) a free-text question
asking users to explain in their own words how the fact-checking
report verified the claim and (Q4) three rating questions that asked
users whether the report (i) includes information that they would
normally look for (i.e., completeness), (ii) appears to be credible (i.e.,
credibility) and (iii) is easy to follow (i.e., usability). Rating options
were on a six-point Likert scale ranging from ‘disagree strongly’
to ’agree strongly’. Finally, in Stage 3, participants completed a
demographics survey that asked about their age, gender, highest
level of education, political inclination, and general questions on
experience with fact-checking.

The experiment was developed as a standalone web application
using the Python Django framework and deployed on an online
server.The study was approved by RMIT University’s Ethics Board
(ID 25436). We recruited participants through the online crowd-
sourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were
required to be located in the US, and have completed more than
1,000 tasks in the platform with an overall approval rate higher
than 95%. Each participant received US$5 as the reward. The re-
ward was calculated based on the average task completion time of
our pilot testing and the minimum wage in the US. Furthermore,
multiple-choice questions in the main task were used as quality
checks.

5 RESULTS
We recruited participants located in the US – the recruitment from
other English-speaking countries, including Australia, is planned
for future work – and used two quality control measures to select
the final sample. First, we removed any participant (𝑛 = 10) who
did not view the report tab in at least one task (i.e., having no log
events for the specific task). Second, based on the quality check
question, we discarded responses from any participant who incor-
rectly answered more than four quality check questions (𝑛 = 13). A
total of 23 responses were discarded, resulting in responses from 76
participants considered for the evaluation. On average, participants
spent 51 (𝑆𝐷 = 23) minutes completing the entire study.

5.1 User Interactions and Perceptions
5.1.1 Measured Outcomes. We investigate the impact of presenta-
tion and credibility improvements on participants’ ability to accu-
rately interpret the verdict of the fact-checking articles, which we
term as accuracy in our analysis. We calculated the binary accuracy
for each article examined by each participant.

In our within-subject experiment, each participant rated arti-
cles related to all four study conditions. A non-parametric paired
Wilcoxon signed rank test (𝑍 = 148.5, 𝑝 < 0.05) indicated a sig-
nificantly higher task accuracy in conditions with presentation
improvements (IP & IPC,𝑀 = 89.1) compared to conditions with-
out presentation improvements (B & IC, 𝑀 = 82.9). Considering
credibility improvements, a Wilcoxon signed rank test (𝑍 = 104.0,
𝑝 < 0.05) indicated a significantly higher task accuracy in condi-
tions with credibility improvements (IC & IPC,𝑀 = 89.1) compared
to conditions without credibility improvements (B & IP,𝑀 = 82.9).

When considering other measured outcomes, we did not observe
any significant differences resulting from either presentation or
credibility improvements. However, presentation improvements

Table 2: Mean values of measured outcomes and user self-
reported scores of the task based on Presentation.

Study Conditions B&IC IP&IPC
Presentation Improvements No Yes

Measured Task accuracy * 82.9 89.1
Outcomes Task time 295.3 304.3

Click count 2.4 2.2
Scroll events 651.0 573.8
Maximum scroll depth 4123.7 4144.5
Mouse movements 49.7 46.8

Self-Reported Credibility 4.94 4.90
Scores Usability 4.73 4.79

Completeness 4.38 4.33

* indicates a significant difference (𝑝 < 0.05).

Table 3: Mean values of measured outcomes and user self-
reported scores of the task based on Credibility.

Study Conditions B&IP IC&IPC
Credibility Improvements No Yes

Measured Task accuracy * 82.9 89.1
Outcomes Task time 292.1 307.5

Click count 2.5 2.1
Scroll events 585.3 639.5
Maximum scroll depth 3993.2 4275.1
Mouse movements 47.0 49.6

Self-Reported Credibility 4.96 4.89
Scores Usability 4.81 4.71

Completeness 4.40 4.31

* indicates a significant difference (𝑝 < 0.05).

(IP & IPC) resulted in lower mean values in measures such as click
count, scroll events, and mouse movements compared to conditions
with no presentation improvements (B & IC). Such lower values
suggest that users could find relevant information and navigate the
report quicker, with reduced interactions, and potentially a lower ef-
fort. In addition, when considering credibility improvements, mean
values of measured outcomes – such as task time, scroll events, and
mouse movements – were higher in conditions that included cred-
ibility improvements (IC & IPC) compared to conditions that did
not have such improvements (B & IP). This observation indicates
that additional elements introduced for improved credibility could
potentially lead to information overload and reduced ease of access
to critical information.

5.1.2 Self-reported Scores. In each task, using three representative
questions, we asked participants to self-report how they rate the
credibility, usability, and completeness of the article, as shown in
Tables 2 and 3. We did not observe any statistically significant
differences in Credibility, Usability, and Completeness.
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Table 4: Outcomes from the generalized linear model to predict participants’ ability to accurately interpret the verdict of the
fact-checking articles. * and boldface indicate significant predictors (𝑝 < 0.05).

Predictor Coefficient Std. Error Z 𝑝-value

Gender – Male -7.9614 4.064 -1.959 0.050
Age * 4.9810 2.251 2.213 0.027
Highest level of education – Diploma or equivalent 7.5143 6.677 1.125 0.260
Highest level of education – Secondary Education -5.3665 7.005 -0.766 0.444
Visiting fact-checking websites – Occasionally (several times a month) -3.5781 5.662 -0.632 0.527
Visiting fact-checking websites – Rarely (several times a year or less) 7.0069 7.386 0.949 0.343
Self-reported ability to identify misinformation – Moderately capable 4.9572 5.448 0.910 0.363
Self-reported ability to identify misinformation – A little bit capable 5.0823 7.189 0.707 0.480
Political Alignment – Independent -5.1052 6.863 -0.744 0.457
Political Alignment – Republican 5.0222 4.927 1.019 0.308
Previously shared misinformation – debunked by a fact-checking article 0.3632 4.834 0.075 0.940
Previously shared misinformation – debunked by another regular news article -7.7353 6.074 -1.274 0.203
Previously shared misinformation – debunked by a social media user * -18.1271 8.674 -2.090 0.037
Previously shared misinformation – debunked by someone they know -4.9829 6.571 -0.758 0.448
Credibility of Science Scale (CoSS) * 3.7031 1.736 2.133 0.033
Conspiracy Mentality Questionnaire (CMQ) 1.2555 2.184 0.575 0.565

5.2 User Attributes
Through pre- and post-task questionnaires, we collected participant
demographics, and their responses to the Conspiracy Mentality
Questionnaire (CMQ) and the Credibility of Science Scale (CoSS).
Our study included 32 female, 44male and 0 non-binary participants
in age categories 18 to 24 (𝑛 = 1), 25 to 34 (𝑛 = 22), 35 to 44 (𝑛 = 36),
45 to 54 (𝑛 = 12), 55 to 64 (𝑛 = 4), and 65 and above (𝑛 = 1).
42 participants politically identified themselves as Democrats, 23
as Republicans, 10 as Independent and 1 as Other. Regarding the
highest level of education, 54 had completed a Bachelor’s Degree or
higher, 10 had completed a Diploma or equivalent, 11 had completed
Secondary Education (High School or Year 12), and 1 participant
had completed Primary or Middle School.

When asked about how often they visit fact-checking websites,
20 stated ‘frequently (more than once a week)’, 32 ‘occasionally
(several times a month)’ and 24 ‘rarely (several times a year or
less)’. In terms of their self-reported capability at differentiating
fake news from other kinds of news, 18 participants selected ‘very
capable’, 41 selected ‘moderately capable’ and 15 selected ‘a little
bit capable’. None of the participants indicated that they were not
at all capable and 2 selected ‘unsure’. We also asked if they have
ever shared a piece of information that they later discovered was
false or misleading, 34 participants responded with a ‘no’ while 42
said ‘yes’. From participants who previously shared misinformation,
we asked how they discovered the shared information was false
or misleading. 18 found such from a fact-checking article, 10 from
another regular news article, 5 from a social media user, and 9 from
someone that they know.

Using a generalized linear model, we analyzed the influence of
the user attributes on their ability to accurately interpret the ver-
dict of the fact-checking articles. As responses for the highest level
of education completed did not have a reasonable response distri-
bution across categories, we aggregated the responses into three
categories (Bachelor’s Degree or higher, Diploma or equivalent, Sec-
ondary Education (High School or Year 12)). We also represented
age categories as ordinal values. We checked for the existence of
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Figure 4: Task accuracy, participants’ political leaning and
the affiliation of the speaker described in the article. Error
bars show standard error.

multicollinearity to ensure the model validity. Our predictors in-
dicate a maximum variance influence of 3.55, which is below the
commonly accepted threshold of five to detect multicollinearity [11].
The model was implemented using the Python statmodels library,
with a resulting pseudo-R-squared value of 0.44.

As detailed in Table 4, the model indicated three significant
predictors. Participants’ age was a significant predictor. The results
indicate that the ability to accurately interpret the fact-checking
report increase with age. When considering previous encounters
with sharing misinformation, participants who mentioned that they
have previously sharedmisinformation, which they later discovered
as misinformation through a social media user, had significantly
lower ability to accurately interpret fact-checking reports compared
to others who did not previously share misinformation. In addition,
increased belief in science (i.e., a higher score on the Credibility of
Science Scale) resulted in more accurate veracity judgments.

5.2.1 Impact of Political Leaning. Participants’ political leaning
alone did not appear as a significant predictor in our model (Table 4).
We further examined any potential interaction effects, as biases
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due to political leaning often appear as an important factor in the
literature [8, 17, 25]. As shown in Figure 4, participants tend to be
better at accurately interpreting fact-checking reports that do not
examine claims of politicians that align with their leaning. For ex-
ample, Democrat-leaning participants have a higher task accuracy
when rating fact-checking reports concerning claims by Republi-
can/Liberal politicians compared to Democrat/Labor politicians.

Overall, to answer RQ2, we found that both credibility and
presentation improvements significantly improve the users’ ability
to accurately interpret fact-checking reports. In addition, we show
that user attributes such as age and belief in science can significantly
impact the users’ interpretation ability.

6 DISCUSSION
We examine two aspects of our results and consider limitations.

6.1 Designing Fact-Checking Reports
Designing fact-checking reports requires careful consideration of
the content, structure, and presentation of information. Based on
our findings from the design workshop and online evaluations, we
propose a set of design guidelines for effectively presenting fact-
checking reports on screen-based interfaces. We organize these
recommendations under presentation and credibility improvements
and anticipate that these guidelines will help practitioners to create
more effective fact-checking reports.

Presentation: Communicating the final verdict in a straightfor-
ward manner will help a broader range of users, particularly those
not interested in reading the entire article. Two basic steps are
having a clear and consistent veracity indicator and phrasing the
verdict through the report heading. Including a dedicated sum-
mary for each report is also helpful. Considering the main report’s
structure and text, it should be easy to read and understand. Use
clear and concise language, and avoid technical jargon or complex
sentence structures. Use headings, bullet points, and visual aids to
break up the text and make it easier to digest.

Credibility: Ensure the report is credible by citing credible sources
and providing links to additional information. It is essential to build
trust with the user by providing details onwho did the fact-checking
and how. Information about accreditation and details about the
author are simple additions that can potentially further enhance
the perceived credibility of the report. However, as evident from our
results, credibility additions can also be detrimental to the overall
usability, increasing the user excise and the number of interactions
required to find essential information in the report.

6.2 Individual Differences
Our results on how user attributes influence the ability to accurately
interpret a fact-checking report align with prior work on misin-
formation. Previous work by Saling et al. [27] reports significantly
higher belief in science in the individuals who did not share possible
misinformation than those who did. Similarly, our study reports
that a higher belief in science leads to a better ability to accurately
interpret fact-checking reports. These observations highlight the
need for specific interventions and support for individuals with a
lower belief in science. Furthermore, prior work provides ample ev-
idence on how users’ political leaning bias their beliefs, judgments

and actions related to misinformation [17, 22, 23]. For instance,
when crowd workers assess the truthfulness of statements, litera-
ture report that workers who voted for the speaker’s party provide
higher scores for true statements [17]. As shown in Figure 4, we
observe similar trends in how users interpret fact-checking reports.
Participants tend to misinterpret the verdict when the fact-checking
report discusses a claim from politically aligned speakers.

While there is no disagreement around the effectiveness of fact-
checking [5, 19, 24, 39], it has been noted that fact-checking reports
can often fail to reach the target audience [10]. As our workshop
discussions on fact-checking consumption for various personas sug-
gest, personalization could be an effective strategy to reach broader
audiences. The need for personalization is further supported by our
quantitative observations on how user attributes impact the ability
to accurately interpret such reports.

6.3 Limitations
We note two limitations in our study. First, our task only included
fact-checking reports that depicted a final verdict of either ‘true’
or ‘false’. We adopted these binary categories to collect a total of 8
repeated judgments from each participant on a range of topics and
multiple fact-checking outlets. Real-world fact-checking reports can
contain verdicts on a broader truthfulness scale (e.g.,Mostly False in
PolitiFact) [25], and future studies can adopt our experimental setup
to investigate such scenarios. Second, due to the limited time and
budget for each participant in our experimental setup, we opted to
use three simple questions to capture self-reported user perception
of the completeness, credibility, and usability of the reports. As
evident from our results, potentially due to the anchoring bias of our
Likert scale, we failed to collect conclusive evidence to investigate
the impact on user perception. Future research can use existing
validated instruments such as the system usability scale to better
collect user perception. However, lengthy instruments may reduce
worker engagement and lead to more task abandonment.

7 CONCLUSION
Through a collaborative workshop that involved fact-checking pro-
fessionals, communications experts and researchers, we developed
an understanding of the presentation of fact-checking reports for
different interfaces.We then developed a crowdsourcing experiment
to evaluate our presentation. Our results showed that both presenta-
tion and credibility improvements helped users to be more accurate
when interpreting fact-checking reports. We anticipate that our
findings and recommendations will be valuable for practitioners to
refine their current report presentations and for further research
that can improve how fact-checking reports are presented through
screen and audio-based channels. Building on our workshop find-
ings, we plan to develop and evaluate presentation strategies for
voice-based (e.g., voice assistants, podcasts) and other conversa-
tional (e.g., chatbots) interfaces in our future work.
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